
 

 

 

N 22  
Hulstlander 
 

Ring Size D    Points 

1) Type & conformation       20 

2) Weight         10 

3) Coat          20 

4) Head          15 

5) Ears          15 

6) Colour         15 

7) Presentation & condition         5 

    Total                   100 
 

1. Type - The body is short, with well-developed front and hindquarters. The 

front legs are short and sturdy. The body should be well covered and muscles 

firm. 

2. Weight - Scale of points - outside the weight limits no points to be given.  

kg     2.0  2.25                2.4 - 2.7                 2.75 

 lb.oz       4.7    4.15            5.5-5.15               6.1 

 Points       8           9      10          9 

3. Coat - The coat is medium length, thick, with a very dense undercoat. The 

coat surface should be even without excessively protruding guard hairs. The 

coat should be smooth and glossy, free from moult or matting. 

4. Head - The head is strongly formed, short and broad. The eyes are clear, 

bright and lively. 

5. Ears - The ears are held wide apart with well-rounded tips. Ear length is 8-

10cm (3-4in), ideal 9cm (3.1/2in). 

6. Colour - The coat is pure white, free from any trace of ivory or yellow from 

head to toe. The eyes are pale blue. The nails are colourless. 

7. Presentation and condition - Conforming to the general standard. 

 

 FAULTS - Slight variation from the correct type. Fur slightly too long, too 

thin, coarse, harsh, woolly. Slight yellowish tinge. Faults common to all 

breeds. 

 

DISQUALIFICATIONS - Considerable variation from the correct type. Fur 

noticeably too long, too thin, coarse, or woolly. Wrong coloured, deformities 

and mutilations, deformation of the teeth, pendant ears, ears tipped over, feet 

bowed or bent, crooked tail, any discernible illness or disease, blindness or 

partial blindness, incorrect eye colour, any parasitic infection, much soiling, 

matted coat, sore pads (where skin is broken or scabbed), any evidence of 

irregular preparation for exhibition including trimming and dyeing 


